PKD is activated via a signaling pathway that involves the generation of diacylglycerol and the stimulation of bottom). Next, reciprocal pull-down experiments demonstrated that AKAP-Lbc specifically bound to GSTnovel PKC isoforms. Working on the assumption that AKAP-Lbc might orient PKD toward upstream elements PKD when both proteins were expressed in HEK293 cells ( Figure 1B, top, lane 1) . Control experiments conin this activation pathway, we reasoned that certain PKC isoforms might be present in the signaling complex. firmed that GST-PKD did not interact with AKAP79 (Figure 1B, top, lane 2) . Western blots confirmed that equivaTherefore, GST fusion proteins encompassing defined regions of the anchoring protein were generated to map lent amounts of the kinase were immunopurified, and both anchoring proteins were expressed similarly ( More detailed mapping studies indicate that PKC binds to a region of AKAP-Lbc encompassing amino acids 2225-2340 ( Figure 3D ). This region corresponds to the PH domain and is distinct from the PKA and PKD binding sites ( Figure 3D, top, lane 1) . Therefore, we tested whether the soluble PH domain of AKAP- Figure 6A, top, lanes 1-3) . PKA phosphorylation reduced protein kinase D interaction by Additional controls confirmed PKA phosphorylation of Ser2737 and that equivalent amounts of the anchoring 85% Ϯ 5% (n ϭ 3) compared with untreated samples 
